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ABSTRACT
There are outstanding questions regarding the fidelity of realistic
look-alike avatars that show that there is still substantial devel-
opment to be done, especially as the virtual world plays a more
vital role in our education, work and recreation. The use of look-
alike avatars could completely change how we interact virtually.
This paper investigates which features of other people’s look-alike
avatars influence our perceived realism. Four levels of avatar repre-
sentations were assessed in this pilot study: a static avatar, a static
avatar with lip sync corresponding to an audio recording, full face
animation with audio and a full body animation. Results show that
full-face and body animations are very important in increasing the
perceived realism of avatars. More importantly, participants found
the lip sync animation more unsettling (uncanny valley effect) than
any of the other animations. The results have implications for the
perception of other people’s look-alike avatars in collaborative
virtual environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The use of avatars have become increasingly prevalent across a
broad range of disciplines. Beyond gaming and film into social
media, the use of avatars is becoming more mainstream. Assessing
how true to life these avatars are perceived is the next step in
making these immersive experiences more realistic for users. The
technology that enables the creation of avatars that look and behave
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like the user (look-alike avatars) is becoming increasingly available.
Look-alike avatars can be defined as digital models of people that
look like the users they represent.

It has been hypothesized that the uncanny valley effect [13] will
have adverse effects on user experience, changing the perception of
the avatar and negatively affecting overall immersion. The uncanny
valley theory suggests that as the appearance of a character gets
closer in resemblance to traditional human features, its perception
would abruptly shift from empathy to revulsion as it approached,
but failed to attain, a lifelike appearance. In this paper, the look-alike
avatars likely fall within the uncanny valley as they are approach-
ing but has not attained exact appearance. However, it is unclear
which avatar features cause this unfamiliarity gap (uncanny val-
ley effect) and why the familiarity suddenly decreases. This paper
investigates this phenomenon further through the addition of lip
syncing, full facial expressions and full body movement with the
aim of identifying the features that add to the realism of avatars,
as perceived by the other user. A recent study [14] has shown that
users prefer the other user to be represented in a photorealistic full-
body human avatar in both augmented reality and virtual reality
due to its human-like representation.

This paper presents a pilot study that explores the perceived
realism and uncanniness of realistic individualized avatars. The
novelty of this approach is that participants judge the realism of
the look-alike avatar of another person, not their own. This im-
portant research area remains unexplored, despite the increasingly
collaborative and social uses of virtual environments and avatars.

2 RELATEDWORK
Despite the advancement in technology, generating human-like
virtual characters (avatars) is still a very challenging problem, as the
virtual character has to look like and behave as the user it represents.
Even if a virtual character is generated with exceptional likeness,
believable motions and emotions can be difficult to generate. As
such, the resulting characters tend to be close in appearance but
does not faithfully represent the user. De Borst and de Gelder [4]
argue that contrary to the uncanny valley hypothesis, it is not the
most realistic looking virtual characters that evoke an eerie feeling,
but rather those on the border between non-human and human
categories, especially if they are combined with human-like motion.
The paper also presents an in-depth discussion on the interaction
between movement and appearance of a human-like stimulus.

There is evidence that social Virtual Reality (VR) users tend to
construct their avatar’s appearance consistently with their offline
identity, even when they sometimes construct application-specific
self-presentation [7]. The appearance and recognition of a digital
self-avatar may be especially important for telepresence and social
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VR [14] and is the next stage in immersing ourselves in the virtual
world.

Gaming applications are increasingly utilizing look-alike avatars
because using avatars which are similar to the user in appearance
and action is believed to provide users with a greater sense of
reality and presence [16]. This presence and its effects may be
mediated through self-identification and self-visualization [2, 10].
Increasingly, technology allows for exact features of a player to be
represented, including characteristics such as facial features and
specific movement characteristics.

Imagining oneself achieving certain activities has been found
to improve performance in a variety of ways [5, 6]. Furthermore,
visualizing the successful completion of a task primes the brain to
actually perform the task. Simply watching another person engage
in a task can activate a neurological action plan for the observed
task [3, 11]. Studies have revealed that while simply observing an
action being performed triggers an action plan for that activity,
a simulation of the ‘self’ doing the task engages distinct neural
structures surrounding the task [9, 15]. A 2012 study showed that
by creating an avatar of an ideal self, subjects were better able to
visualize and maintain an image of their ideal self [12] and other
studies indicate that identification with an avatar can increase self-
confidence and exercise behaviors, prompting the conclusion by
the authors that virtual look-alike avatars can effectively instigate
positive behavioral changes [1, 5]. Another study found that sub-
jects behave differently toward and are more comfortable with
an avatar whose appearance matches their own than toward one
whose appearance is different from their own [1].

As noted above, several studies have investigated the effect of
visualizing oneself in virtual environments. Additionally, studies
on the uncanny valley have highlighted how people perceive the
realism of robots and virtual characters. In prior studies, the robots
and virtual characters are not necessarily modeled and evaluated
on the likeness of the other user. As such, it is not clear how people
perceive another user’s look-alike avatar, which is addressed by
this pilot study.

3 METHODS
3.1 Participants
A total of twenty-four participants completed the anonymous sur-
vey. Participants were recruited through emails to students, staffs
and faculty at various institutions.

3.2 Materials
The virtual characters (avatars) used for this study were designed
with the Reallusion Character Creator v3.44 software, using the
Headshot plugin v1.11 to generate the avatar that looks like the
users. Two subjects volunteered to have their look-alike avatar
representations generated. The avatars were then transferred to
iClone v8.02 software to generate the avatar animations.

This pilot study aimed to examine the more minute features that
generate the uncanny valley effect in the resulting look-alike avatar.
These features include the appearance of the avatar, lip sync, full
facial expression and full body animation. Isolating these features
and assessing participants’ responses to each make it possible to

separate how the reaction to each feature may differ. This was in-
vestigated through an anonymous survey format. Participants were
exposed to videos of the same look-alike avatar with these features
represented on the avatars in four ways: (i) a static rendering of
the look-alike avatar without audio; (ii) the static avatar with lip
sync corresponding to an audio recording; (ii) the static avatar with
facial expressions as well as lip sync; and (iv) the avatar with full
body movement including lip sync and facial expressions.

The static avatar representation served as a baseline for judg-
ing the appearance and similarity of the avatar to the user in the
image without audio or tracking. The avatar representation with
the lip sync had no eye or facial feature tracking. It simply had lip
movement that matched the audio as accurately as possible using
the Acculips lip sync feature of the iClone 8 software. The Acculips
plugin is an automated program that creates lip movement for the
virtual character from an uploaded audio file. The avatar represen-
tation with full facial expression consisted of face, eye, head and lip
tracking. The LIVE FACE Profile for Motion LIVE Plugin v 1.0 was
used to generate and stream the facial expressions, head and eye
movement onto the avatars using the LIVE FACE app on the iPhone
SE to capture real-time face data directly from the face of the users.
The Acculips feature was used for lip movement. It mapped feature
points on the faces of the two subjects that volunteered to have
their look-alike avatar generated. The resulting avatars followed
their human movement. The avatar representation with the full
body consisted of face, eye, head and lip tracking, with audio and
synthetic idle body animation. As such, the video displays the entire
body of the avatar. The avatar uses the same audio introduction as
in the previous videos.

3.3 Procedure and Measures
Video recordings of the avatar representations were generated and
an anonymous online survey was distributed via Google Forms,
which allowed for a diverse geographical distributed sample. A
stationary image of the subject that is used to generate the look-
alike avatar is presented in the corner of the screen (Figure 1), as a
constant reminder of the original appearance of the subject.

Participants watched a video of the first subject’s four avatar rep-
resentations (see top of Figure 1). Following this, participants rated
the level of their perceived realism of each avatar representation on
a 4-point Likert scale: (1) most realistic; (2) somewhat realistic; (3)
somewhat unrealistic; and (4) least realistic. This is a forced Likert
scale that forces the participants to form an opinion, as there is no
neutral option. Participants are also asked an additional question
on which of the four avatar representations they find to be the most
unsettling. The same procedure is repeated for the second subject’s
avatar representations. (see bottom of Figure 1).

Providing the opportunity to expose the look-alike avatars of
two subjects with varying appearances to the participants. The
survey aimed to gain their initial reactions to the virtual characters
as soon as they have finished watching the videos of the avatar
representations. The survey and the videos are presented in one
single form, enabling the participants to re-watch videos, compare
representations and change their opinions as needed before submit-
ting their final responses. These responses could not be changed
after submission.
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Figure 1: Avatar Representations of Virtual Characters A (top) and B (bottom) - (1) Static Avatar; (2) Lip Sync; (3) Full Facial
Expression; (4) Full Body Animation

4 RESULTS
A non-parametric Friedman test of repeated measures was con-
ducted to test between the responses for the avatar representations.
There was a statistically significant difference in participants’ per-
ceived realism of the avatar representations (𝜒2 (3) = 31, 𝑝 < 0.001)
with a median rank of 2 (static avatar), 3 (lip sync), 2 (full facial
expression) and 2 (full body animation). Dunn-Bonferroni post
hoc tests found statistically significant differences between the
lip synced avatar and each of the other avatar representations
(𝑝 < 0.01).

Non-parametric chi-square goodness of fit tests were used to
assess the frequencies of participants’ choices for the most unset-
tling avatar representation. There was a statistically significant
difference in participants’ choices of the most unsettling avatar
(𝜒2 (3) = 43.833, 𝑝 < 0.001) with a frequency of 2 (static avatar), 29
(lip sync), 16 (full facial expression) and 1 (full body animation). In
addition, there was no statistically significant association between
the choices selected for the virtual characters and the avatar repre-
sentations (𝜒2 (3) = 4.112, 𝑝 = 0.250) i.e. the choices selected for the
most unsettling avatar representation was similar for both virtual
characters, A and B.
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Figure 2: Percentage of participants’ perceived level of real-
ism for Character A

Figures 2 and 3 shows the distribution of the percentage of par-
ticipants’ perceived realism of the four avatar representations for
the two look-alike avatars (Characters A and B). For Character
A, 83% of participants stated that the static avatar representation
was either most or somewhat realistic. Similar results are seen for
character B where 79.2% of participants stated that the static avatar
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Figure 3: Percentage of participants’ perceived level of real-
ism for Character B
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Figure 4: Percentage of participants’ choices of most unset-
tling avatar representation

representation was either most or somewhat realistic. For both
characters, the full body avatar representation was perceived as
either the most or somewhat realistic by over 85% of participants.
However, the lip synced avatar representation of Character A, only
20.8% of participants believed that this avatar was the most or some-
what realistic. Slightly more participants believed that character
B’s lip synced avatar was realistic. Here 50% of participants rated it
the most or somewhat realistic.

This same sentiment about how different avatar representations
affects perceived realism is seen when participants are asked to
specify the avatar representation they find most unsettling (Figure
4. 70% of participants found the lip synced avatar representation to
be the most unsettling and only 30% found the full facial expression
avatar representation to be the most unsettling. Similar Results
are seen for Character B, where 50% of participants found the lip
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synced avatar representation to be the most unsettling. A further
37% of participant specified that the full facial expression avatar
representation was the most unsettling.

5 DISCUSSIONS
Prior studies have mainly focused on how users want to be repre-
sented as avatars [7]. In an increasingly collaborative and social
virtual world, this paper focuses on how users perceive other peo-
ple’s look-alike avatar. Next-generation look-alike avatars should
take into consideration, not just the self-perception of the user but
also the perception of the person viewing and interacting with the
user’s avatar.

Four avatar representations were evaluated and each representa-
tion builds upon the last. The static avatar representation served as
a baseline for judging the appearance and similarity of the avatar
to the user in the image. Lip sync is added next, followed by the
addition of facial expressions and eye movements and finally a full
body representation. Aside from the static avatar representation,
which focused on appearance only, the other three representations
utilised the same audio so that the focal point of the evaluation is
the perception of the added features. The original pictures of the
subjects also remains a constant, as participants evaluate the videos
so they can compare the perceived level of realism of the avatar rep-
resentations. Separating the different features in this way enables
us to investigate discrepancies between how each avatar represen-
tation is perceived. Changing slight features from one avatar to the
next gives the opportunity to see if small changes can impact how
the virtual characters are viewed by another user.

When participants were asked to rank the perceived realism of
characters A and B, the distinction between the avatars with more
pronounced expressions and animations was clear. The static avatar
and the full body avatar representations were often perceived as
most or somewhat realistic. These findings show that several factors
contribute to the uncanny valley effect and make virtual characters
appear realistic. Facial expression is one of the most important
features and has shown to have a major effect on perceived realism.
Our eyes are first drawn to people’s faces, and especially their eyes,
so even the slightest alterations are detected. This explains why the
lip movement without any facial expression or eye movement was
perceived as the most unsettling avatar representation. As more
features were added, participants found the representations less
unsettling. The full body avatar representations was found to be the
least unsettling and most realistic. From this, it is possible to infer
that the addition of features and movements is crucial in increasing
the perceived realism of look-alike avatars in order to avoid the
unfamiliarity gap (uncanny valley). Interestingly, the static avatar
representation was generally perceived as realistic and not unset-
tling, which shows that the still avatar’s appearances were likeable.
This is in line with De Borst and de Gelder’s argument [4] that
the uncanny valley hypothesis, that focuses on behavioral effects,
suggests that adding movement increases the familiarity for stimuli
that were rated as likeable when still. That paper further argues
that movement decreases familiarity even further for human-like
images that were rated as unlikeable when still. In other words, the
full body animation of look-alike avatars that are rated as likeable
when static did result in an increase in their perceived realism, as
we found.

5.1 Limitations and Future Work
While the mainstream use of virtual reality remains an exciting
prospect, there are still outstanding questions about how to create
the most immersive and realistic virtual characters. Future research
will investigate the influence of other individual facial features (such
as eyes, eyelids, chin, brows and emotions) on avatar realism as
well as isolate and identify which other features play an important
role in making the most realistic avatar.

Several limitations should be considered when generalizing the
findings of this pilot study. First is the exploration of only two male
avatars. Future work will focus on generating look-alike avatars
with a broader variety of genders, races, ages and other demograph-
ics as this may influence perceived realism and yield a richer set
of results. Another limitation is the sample size of twenty-four
participants, given that this was an online survey. Future work
will concentrate on obtaining a larger sample size and evaluating
more than two look-alike avatars. The online survey did not ob-
tain demographics information such as gender, age, race and prior
experiences with using avatars. The lack of demographic infor-
mation meant it was not possible to draw conclusions about why
particular participants perceived avatars differently as the survey
was completed anonymously. Having knowledge of other external
influences that may affect participants’ opinions of the look-alike
avatars (such as prior exposure to avatars) would have allowed for
more precise conclusions. Using the survey format also presents its
own limitations, as this format may have led to selection bias. In
future, this will be mitigated by comparing results with in-person
study using VR systems. However, anonymity may have also helped
with obtaining honest feedback. Another limitation was the way
the characters were separated into only four avatar representations,
three of which focused on the face and one focused on the full body.
In future, we’ll keep the point of view constant and investigate the
effect on perceived realism (if any) of viewing the avatar’s upper
body versus the full body.

Another limitation of the anonymity is the lack of information
on the participants’ familiarity of the two subjects that was used
to generate the look-alike avatars. It is not clear how many of the
participants know or recognize the faces used in the study and
this will likely affect processing [8]. Future studies will focus on
investigating the effects of familiarity of the look-alike avatars
being generated.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we conducted a pilot study to investigate how people
perceive the realism of other people’s look-alike avatars and which
features and motions contribute most heavily to the overall realism.
The results show a clear correlation between increased perceived
realism and the presence of full facial features and body movements.
This suggests that the facial characteristics and body motion of a
look-alike virtual character may be crucial features needed to avoid
the uncanny valley.
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